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Commemorative events held on 27 January 2011 

 
a) Government commemorative events 
 
In 2011 as in previous years main commemorative event took place in the Knights´ Hall of 
the Senate of the Czech Republic. The event held under the auspices of the First Vice-
President of the Senate has been attended by the Prime Minister, the President of the 
Chamber of Deputies and the Minister of Foreign Affairs. The event has been organised by 
the Senate in co-operation with the Federation of Jewish Communities in the Czech 
Republic. It was also attended by the Holocaust survivors, the Romani representatives and 
other politicians.  
 
The Prime Minister warned at the commemorative event against the questioning of the 
Holocaust.  It is dangerous to distort history, Mr. Nečas said: "The Holocaust denial has 
become a real industry of the present time that is saturated by current political conflicts in 
some parts of the world. It is the evil of today that is a direct continuation of the evil of 
yesterday."  
 
The President of the Republic supports on a yearly basis the other commemorative events 
held by the Federation of Jewish Communities in the Czech Republic and the Jewish 
Community in Prague. 
 
Regional and municipal authorities hold commemorative events in co-operation with 
respective local Jewish communities.      
  

b) Public (i.e. non-governmental) commemorative events 
   
The Jewish Museum in Prague and the Jewish Community in Prague in association with 
Professor Zuzana Růžičková, a famous pianist, gave a gala concert at the Spanish Synagogue 
in Prague on this occasion. Works by Felix Mendelssohn, Gustav Mahler and Benjamin 
Britten were performed by Miroslav Vilímec, concertmaster of the Czech Philharmonic 
Orchestra.  
 
The Education and Culture Centre of the Jewish Museum in Prague holds annually seminars 
and lectures on the Holocaust for students accompanied by debates with survivors. Series of 
lectures and seminars prepared in cooperation with the Czech branch of the United Nations 
/ UNICEF will take place in the UN House in Prague from 17 to 28 January 2011.    
 
On 24 January, the Education and Culture Centre further hold an evening dedicated to the 
international day What Is the Sun for if It Is Not a Day?, messages of hope in poems written 
by children and young authors from the Terezín Ghetto, which are set to music by Daniel 
Dobiáš.  
 
Exhibitions of the international project of the Jewish Museum in Prague Neighbours 
Who Disappeared have been held in a number of cities in the Czech Republic and in Europe. 
The project launched in 1999 under auspices of the President Václav Havel was prepared in 
co-operation with the non-governmental organisation Forgotten and with the support of the 
Terezín Memorial, the Hidden Child and the Federation of Jewish Communities in the Czech 
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Republic. The exhibitions focused on students between 12 and 18 years render tribute to 
Child Holocaust Victims. The project’s main aim is to make young people elaborate on stories 
of people living in their neighbourhoods before World War II, who were then persecuted and 
finally exterminated.      
 
The Museum of  Romani  Culture in Brno commemorated the Holocaust Memorial Day on  
27 January annually. The museum’s activities have become a regular part of its offer to 
schools. In 2011 the museum will held interactive programme for pupils and students in 
cooperation with the Jewish Museum in Prague. The programme focuses on both Holocaust 
and an issue of genocide, racism and xenophobia (their basic concepts and manifestations) 
and is accompanied by lectures on history, main dates and events in the history of the Shoa 
and the Samudaripen, discussions, meetings with survivors, screening of short documentary 
film and an exhibition of photographs. 


